Thoughts on Villaging and Model Railroads
By Greg Cassidy
I'd like to share the connection that I see between village collecting and displaying, and model
railroading. They are two quite different hobbies that have a lot in common. I just happen to take part in
both at different degrees of insanity. I started in model railroading 40 years ago, and was bitten by the
villaging bug almost 20 years ago. A couple of the ways that I see them sharing aspects is in the
enjoyment of building scenes, marveling at the details, creating your own miniature world, and collecting
items that you can feel passionate about with the added enjoyment of sharing them with others.

[Author’s Christmas village with a train under the tree, and his model railroad layout]

In the world of village collecting, I've seen people go to extremes when they're hunting for that one
unicorn piece that they've always wanted to have. I've known people with eBay searches that they follow
up on every day, and admit that I've been a part of that. My holiday village collecting is largely limited to
Halloween displays. I have a Spooky Town display every year that is up for about a month culminating in
having the Trick or Treaters come in on Halloween night and getting to watch them squeal with delight at
seeing my Halloween display.
But I've also enjoyed sharing a small Christmas Village and train display under the tree with my family.
The train that I put under our tree is called an On-30 scale train. What this means is that the scale, or
size, of the train is O scale which is 1/48th. But because it represents a narrow gauge railroad the wheels
are spaced closer together and it can run on smaller HO gauge track. This allows for a larger scale train
that fits in with the buildings, but doesn't require the larger area that O scale track would. This is one of
the areas where my interest in railroading and village displays meets.
[Author’s Christmas train and village]

[Author’s Spooky Town display in different years and with Trick-or-Treaters]

In model railroading, collecting items can sometimes be even more of a passion then playing with them.
Some enthusiasts will feel incomplete if they don't have all of the American Flyer railroad pieces that they
remembered as a child, often wanting to find them in the original boxes just so they have them to look
at. Other modelers take delight in collecting very expensive brass engines or a variety of
unbuilt craftsman structure kits. These can often amount to a very large investment for nothing more
than the joy of knowing you own it and being able to look at it when you want. But often these items can
be used, you can put the brass engine on a model railroad track and run it or you can finally open the
box of an expensive craftsman kit and build it. And this leads into my other thoughts on the overlap
between villaging and model railroading.

In both model railroading and village collecting I really enjoy planning scenes so they tell a story. I get a
kick out of placing structures and accents or figures into the landscape. Setting up my Spooky Town
village, I always have a huge selection of pieces and accents that are dedicated to either the graveyard,
or the pirates landing, or the monster’s area, and I enjoy taking the various pieces that I have and positioning them so they tell story of what's going on. And that's the same thing that I enjoy doing when
building a landscape and placing buildings on my model railroad layout. I feel we sometimes are always
trying to tell a story in how we set up our displays whether it's a variety of small stories that are all
unique and separate or an overall look we're going for that reminds us of a period of time or a certain
look of the world that we may not see in our everyday lives.
[Creating scenes on the model railroad layout, and in the Spooky Town display.]

I also find another aspect that I get enjoyment out of in both village buildings and model railroad
structures is the level of detail that they can have. I find myself being drawn to many of the little detail
items that are either a part of a village building, or part of a model that I’m building to put on my layout.
They say the devil is in the details, and when I'm looking at a variety of new Lemax or Department 56
buildings coming out the details are just as important as the overall appearance of it. And when I'm
building a structure for my layout, I try to think of how many little detail items I can include around it
that will bring it to life.
[Using details on the model railroad and Spooky Town display]

Another part of this connection between the two hobbies is in lighting up the villages. I've seen so many
images here in TVC of spectacular lit villages, often a Christmas village with lights in every store and
house, or a Halloween village with a different look coming from purple and green lights that create an
eerie effect. Well, this has been part and parcel of model railroading. Going back to the early 20th century they first started putting light bulbs inside locomotives and passenger cars and early hobbyists would
find a way to power light bulbs that were placed inside their buildings on their model railroad layout. It's
as if light can bring life itself to many of these buildings and landscapes that we create.

There of course is a lot of usage of trains in Christmas displays and I'm always drawing inspiration from
scenes that artists such as Brian Vaill or Thea Heyink put together. I've also been amazed at other
Christmas displays that I've seen videos of where trains are used to meander through a village. I
recommend if you haven't yet, that you go look at the sections of Creation Station and Train Station on
The Village Collector’s website. They have a wealth of information of how railroads can be incorporated
into Christmas displays. And I've also seen them used in Halloween displays, in fact Lemax had put out a
spooky train several years ago. But it doesn't seem to have the same nostalgia that a railroad under a
Christmas tree or a train station with passengers waiting in the snow does.
I'll leave you with a few photos that I took at a big model railroad show last fall. It's not unusual for them
to set up large temporary model railroad layouts just for the show. And every year at the October shows
there are some Halloween display items on those railroads, whether they fit in with the scale or not. I
think this shows the public in general the crossover between lit villaging and model railroading. And I'm
sure if they had shows in December, you would see even more Christmas villages on the model railroad
displays. You might see how others use trains in their displays and consider it yourself, or even look at
model railroading as a hobby.

[Village displays on O scale train layouts at a large train show in October]

